Kognity is an online learning platform that supports IBDP
teachers and students with distance learning
Support during COVID-19
Kognity supports schools by enabling students
to continue to learn effectively, even outside the
classroom. Our platform contains fully curriculumaligned interactive content, with a practice centre for
students, and an assignment-setting tool with datatracking for teachers.
Increase your students’ confidence as independent
learners with interactive tools such as 3D simulations,
videos and quizzes, and allow them to track where their
strengths and weaknesses are within each subject.

How can Kognity support schools?
For Students

For Teachers

• Prepare for exams and build confidence
with over 10,000 interactive questions, with
instant feedback for higher retention.

• Complete syllabus coverage, with up-to-date
and relevant material that you can trust. All
available online on any device.
• Set reading assignments for different
textbook sections with interactive
comprehension questions.
• Choose between pre-written exam style
questions (with mark schemes), or short
quizzes to set as an assignment.
• Track student activity online as well as their
progress, so you can target your support
where they need it most.

• Track strengths and weaknesses by topic, to
target independent study time effectively.
• Highlight and take revision notes directly in
the platform - no need for pen & paper.
• Battle classmates from home with quickfire
questions - have fun whilst learning!
• Great interactive tools with explanatory
videos and 3D simulations.

Keep student engagement up!
Statistics from students using Kognity in affected areas during the last 30 days:

Read

219,900
sections

Answered
190,000
questions

Created
166,300
annotations

Kognity is offering any school in lockdown
territory that’s not yet a Kognity user, access for
free for all relevant students and teachers. We
will create all accounts for you, so you can get
straight back to teaching. We provide training
videos and support to help you get started and
make the most of all the platform has to offer.

Links to additional resources

Please reach out to info@kognity.com to set up
access for your school.

Teacher resources

Webinar series on online teaching
‘Teaching During The Coronavirus Outbreak’
‘How To Prepare Your School For Closure’
‘What to do when your school is on lockdown’
Kognity’s support for affected schools
What is Kognity?

